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Aims and Objectives
Analysis of patterns of urban/peri-urban agriculture (UPA) and impact on territorial development
Identification of the main characters of Smart Agriculture (SA) in literature and political discourse
Analysis of the Smart Agriculture at regional and local scale

Methodology
The methodology was firstly
based on a bibliometric and
bibliographic analysis in order
to identify six main characters
of SA: land use and landscape,
Technology, social inclusion,
supply
and
demand;
multifunctionality,
public
policy, environment. Then, a
quantitative analysis has been
done for France and Italy
NUTS3 through the creation of
6 Smart Agriculture Indexes 5
for the main characters and 1
which represents the total.
Finally, the case study analysis
has analysed local projects
through a grid based on the 7
characters of SA.
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Contribution to smart development
This contribution has developed a methodology to understand the main
thematic linked to Smart Agriculture and evaluate and quantify Smart
Agriculture at different territorial scale, with quantitative and case study
analysis.
Smart Agriculture Grid: Milan Metropolitan area

Results
As result of the bibliographic analysis SA is defined as a new paradigm based
on a holistic vision of agricultural potentialities, for raising collective
practices and strategies at territorial level.
The quantitative analysis has indicated that in France predominantly remote
rural regions as the smartest, while in Italy urban areas are the smartest
ones.
The case study analysis have highlighted that in all the six case studies issues
on supply/demand and territorial management are relevant, while projects
on technological development are less frequent.

Conclusions / Recommendations
The results of the different analysis suggest that there is not only way for
smartness. The analysis provides policy makers and researchers with data to
understand regional dynamics and compare different territorial scales and
different regions. In this way it supports the understanding of the actions of
policies and funds and it provides a base on which future policies can be
drawn, reinforcing the link between top down policies and bottom up
actions, as well as the cooperation between different regions.
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